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On Algebras of Operators of Finite Rank 
s. I’. \\:XSG~ 
Algebras of operators of finite rank are studied. Some structure theorems are 
presented. Results are used to study Banach representations of C*-algebras 
and isolated points of the dual of CT*-algebras. 
Let il bc an associative algebra over @ and T a representation of ii in a 
Banach space E. Denote by ~5~ the ideal of _q consisting of ail elements u of =2 
with rank (n(a)) <: ‘TJ and E0 the subspace of E spanned by n(a),? (u E .&). 
If E, is dense in E, it is well known that many important topological conditions 
of the representation T on the Banach space E are reduced merely to corre- 
sponding algebraic conditions of the restriction of T to & on the vector space E, . 
Fell’s theorem of Naimark equivalence on Banach representations is one such 
excellent example. In general it is easier to deal with algebraic conditions than 
with topological conditions. Since the image of A? under T is an algebra of 
operators of finite rank, it is worthwile to study such algebras. In this paper, we 
discuss such algebras and present some structure theorems. Our main object is 
to apply these results on Banach representations. In the first section, we study 
semisimple algebras of operators of finite rank. It is purely algebraic and 
elementary in nature. Some of the results are known or at least can be derived 
from known structure theorems on primitive algebras. In Section 2, we derive 
an algebraic version of Fell’s result on Xaimark equivalence. In Section 3, we 
consider representations in general topological vector spaces. \\‘e define the 
notion finite-dimensionally spanned (resp. strongly finite-dimensionally 
spanned). Both conditions are weaker than that defined in [7]. \\‘e generalize 
and sharpen Fell’s result of Naimark equivalence to representations in general 
topological vector spaces. Our argument is different from the one used by 
Fell in [7]. Our method is intrinsically algebraic. In Section 4, we discuss 
Banach representations of P-algebras and in Section 5, we study isolated 
points of the dual of (‘*-algebras. For notation, in general we follow that in 141. 
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I. STRUCTURE OF SEMISIMPLE ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a field, E a vector space over k, and End,(E) the algebra of all k-linear 
endomorphisms of E. Let A be a subalgebra of End,(E) over k consisting of 
elements of finite rank. In this section we present the structure of A when E is 
a semisimple ,4-module. Some of the results in this section are well known. 
For completeness, simple indications of the proofs are included. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let B he a nonzuo subalgebva of End,(B) over k not necessarily 
containing lE . If dim,(E) < w and R is an irreducible B-module (Yesp. a semi- 
simple B-module), then lE E B (resp. B has an identity). 
Proof. Immediate from the structure theorem on simple (resp. semisimple) 
rings with minimal condition. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a subalgebra of End,(E) over k consisting of elements of 
finite rank such that E is an iueducible A-module. Then fey ecery a E A, a E aAa. 
Proof. Since rank(a) < x, there is a finite-dimensional subspace F of E 
with E == F @ ker(a). Let a’ be the restriction of a on F. Clearly a’ is an iso- 
morphism from F onto a(F). Let /3 be the inverse of a’. Define a map T: aAa --f 
End,(F) by T(x) = /3 c (X 1 F) (X E aAa). T is k-linear. Since T(ab,a) T(ab,a) = 
T(ab,ab,a) Vbl , 6, E A, the image of T is a subalgebra of End,(F). Next we show 
that F is an irreducible B-module, where B = Im(T). Let v be any nonzero 
element of F. Since F r\ ker(a) = 0, av + 0, hence A(av) = E and con- 
sequently Bv = F. Therefore F is an irreducible B-module. By Lemma 1.1, 
I F E B; equivalently a E aAa. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let A be as in Lemma I .2. Then we have the following conditions. 
(i) Let I (vesp. J) be a left ideal (resp. a right ideal) of A. =2I = I and 
JA = J; in particular, i22 = A. 
(ii) A is a direct sum of minimal left ideals isomorphic to E. 
(iii) A is simple, i.e., 0 and A are the onb two-sided ideals of A. 
(iv) End,(E) is a finite-dimensional division algebra over k. 
Proof. Condition (i) follows easily from Lemma 1.2. 
(ii) Let a E A. As rank(a) < co, there exist vectors nr ,..., v,, E Y such 
that z’~ ,..., z’, and ker(a) span E over k. Now consider the map T: Au + En 
defined by 
T(Y) = (YV~ ,...,Yz’,) (Y E Aa). 
Clearly T is an injective A-morphism. Since E is an irreducible A-module, Aa, 
isomorphic to an A-submodule of En, is a sum of A-modules isomorphic to E. 
From (i), ,42 = A, hence the assertion of (ii) is immediate. 
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(iii) Let I be a two-sided ideal of A. Suppose that I =+ A. Consider the 
quotient A,/I. Ry (ii), A/l, as an A-module, is a sum of A-modules isomorphic 
to E; in particular A acts faithfully on .4/I; hence I = 0. 
(iv) Since E is an irreducible ;4-module, bp Schur’s lemma End,(E) is a 
division algebra over K. Let a be any nonzero clement of z4 and F ~: a(E). 
Clearly dim,(F) c< c/, and F is a module over End.,,(E). The restriction map Y: 
End,(E) -. * End,(F) is a nontrivial homomorphism of rings; hence is injective 
and consequentlv we ha\e the assertion. 
Condition (ii) of ‘I’hcorem 1.3 follows directly from the structure theorem on 
primitive rings having minimal one-sided ideals [S, 1~. 75, Structure Theorem]. 
As an easy consequence of this result, we have the following corollaries on il- 
modules. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let A be an algebra as given in Lemma 1.2, and F any 
A-module. Then AF is the submodule of F generated by submodules of F isomorphic 
to E. 
Proof. Immediate from (ii) of ‘Theorem 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1 S. Let ,4 begicen as in Lemma I .2 and 0 -+ M’ + M -% M” + 0 
an exact sequence of A-modules. If AM” = 12/1”, then the sequence splits. 
Proof. Since =1:12” em :lI”, it follows that n(,iZM) = M”. Hy Corollary 1.4, 
AM is a semisimple A-module. Let iLr = AM n ker(r) AM has an A-submodule 
N’ with AM r= :V ;I ; LY’. Clearly the restriction of v on nT’ is an isomorphism 
from N’ onto Ilf”. 
LE~L~MA I .6. Let A be an algebra, I a nonzero two-sided ideal of A, and M, 3 
irreducible A-modules. 
(i) If IN ~fi 0, then :k’ is an irreducible I-module. 
(ii) If Idf +L 0 = i IlY and M, S are isomorphic I-modules, then .liT and :Y 
are isomorphic A-modules. 
Proof. Immediate. 
THEOREM 1.7. Let A be a nonzero subalgebra cd End,(E) consisting of elements 
of finite rank such that E is a semisimple A-module. Then we have the following 
conditions. 
(i) E has a decomposition E = E, (6 ([gnCn EJ such that .4I?,;, == 0, E,J is 
a direct sum of isomorphic irreducible A-modules and for X =,L II, E, and EU have 
no nontrivial isomorphic A-submodules. 
(ii) Let A, = {a E A: a(E,,) = 0 V f~ /- X}. Then iz =: cl,,,, ,4,\ as a direct 
sum of algebras. 
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(iii) Let J b e an y two-sided ideal. Then there is a subset F of A such that 
J = OnEr A, and J2 = J. 
Proof. Condition (i) is immediate from the assumption that E is a semi- 
simple A-module. 
(ii) First we show that A, # 0. Let a be an element of A such that 
a(E,,) =/ 0. Denote by @ the subset (p E A: a(EU) f O}. Since rank(a) < W, 
the set @ is finite. Let A0 = (a’ E A: a’(E@) = 0 V p $ @>. Clearly 4, is a two- 
sided ideal of A containing a. Let A; be the set {a’ E A,: a’(E,) = 0). Clearly 
by Lemma 1.6 and the assumption on E,, , E,, is a direct sum of isomorphic 
irreducible A,/Ak-modules. If Ab(E,) = 0 for some h + p E @, (then by 
Corollary 1.4, EA and E, have isomorphic A.-submodules and by Lemma 1.6 
have isomorphic A-submodules. This is a contradiction. Hence Ak(E,) # 0 
V X + ,L E @. By induction on the cardinality 1 @ 1 of @, A&, = BllfllEO A, . 
By (iii) of Theorem 1.3, A 1 E, is simple; hence A / E, = A, 1 E,, V h # p E @. 
Hence there are elements a, E A, , h f p E @ such that a / EU = a,, 1 E. Then 
let a,] = a - CA+d a, . It follows by our construction 0 # a, E A,] . This 
shows ,4,, f 0 V h E A. By (iii) of Theorem 1.3, A 1 Eh is simple and con- 
sequentlv A / E,, = A, / E,, V h. Since A consists onlv of finite rank elements, 
it follows readily that A = aned A, 
(iii) is an easy consequence of (ii), Lemma 1.6, and (iii) of Theorem I .3. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let A be as in Theorem 1.7 and a E A with 0 < rank(a) = rank(a2). 
Then aiZa is a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra ujith identity over k. 
Proof. Since 0 < rank(a) = rank(a2), in this case, a(E) @ ker(a) = E. Let 
E = @ E, be a decomposition of E such that E, is either an irreducible A-module 
or a trivial A-module. Let cyr ,..., 
a(E) = O:=, a(E,<). Since Em,. 
a, be the only indexes with a(EUj) f 0. Clearly 
is an irreducible i2-module and a 1 a(E,%) is 
injective, a(EUi) is an irreducible aAa-module. Since E = a(E) @ ker(a), a(E) 
is a faithful semisimple aAa-module; hence the assertion of the lemma follows, 
Let A be an algebra and I a two-sided ideal of A. Recall that 1 is a nil ideal 
of A if all the elements of I are nilpotent. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let A be a subalgebra of End,(E) o%er k consisting of elements 
ofJinite rank such that every quotient algebra of A contains no nontrivial two-sided 
nilpotent ideals. Suppose that 0 f a E A zvith rank(a) = rank(a”) and F is 
minimal, under inclusion, among A-submodules of E such that a(F) has the smallest 
nonzero dimension over k. Then F is an irreducible A-module. 
Proof. Let FI SF be an A-submodule of F. By minimality of F, a(F,) has 
to be 0. Hence F has a unique maximal A-submodule M. We get an exact 
sequence 0 + M + F + F/M + 0 of A-modules. Since rank(u) = rank(a2), 
ker(a) @ a(E) = E hence a 1 a(E) is injective and a(F/M) f 0. It follows that 
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F/M is an irreducible A-module and all elements in the image of A in End,(F/M) 
are of finite rank. Let I mm= {6E A: 61%’ = 01, J -m: (6 ~1: b(F/M) = 0) and 
K={beA:bF =O).ClearlyKCJCI are two-sided ideals of A. By assump- 
tion on A, every quotient algebra of A contains no nontrivial nilpotent ideals. 
As J” C K, J = K. Hence 0 - M + F -+ F/M ---f 0 can be viewed as an 
exact sequence of I/J-modules. By Lemma 1.6, F/M is an irreducible I/J- 
module, hence by Corollary 1.5, the sequence splits, therefore there exists an 
irreducible I-submodule Ar of F with F =y M @ _Y. Since IV == IN f 0, 1\’ is 
an irreducible A-submodule. By minimality ofF, F = -jr, thus F is an irreducible 
A-module. 
Remark. Let A be a subalgebra of End,(E) over k and 0 # a E A with 
rank(a) = rank(a2) < co. Such a minimal F as in Lemma 1.9 always exists. 
Since 0 # rank(a) < 00, there is an A-submodule G of E such that a(G) has 
the smallest nonzero dimension over k. We claim that there is an A-submodule F, 
minimal under inclusion such that a(F) = a(G). Denote by F the intersection 
of all A-submodules L with L 3 a(G). Clearly G is a submodule of E containing 
a(G), hence G 3 F and consequently a(G) 3 a(F). Since rank(a) = rank(a2) < cc, 
the restriction of a to a(E) is injective. Thus dim,(a(G)) = dim,(a2(G)) < co. 
However a(G) 1 a’(G), it yields a(G) = a2(G). Obviously F 3 a(G), therefore 
a(F)3 a2(G) = a(G), and it follows immediately a(F) = a(G). It is clear to see 
that by our construction F is minimal under inclusion. 
Now we are ready to present the structure theorem for the algebra A when E 
is a semi-simple A-module. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let A be a subalgebra of End,(E) over k consisting of elements 
of finite rank. Then E is a semisimple A-module if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) There is an idempotent e in the centralizer of A in End,(E) with e(E) = 
AE. 
(ii) Every quotient of A has no nontrivial two-sided nil idelas. 
(iii) For every a E A with 0 < rank(a) = rank(a2), aAa is a finite dimen- 
sional semisimple algebra with identity ovey k. 
Proof. (=P) Condition (i) follows from (i) of Theorem 1.7. 
(ii) From (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.7, every quotient algebra of A is 
a direct sum of algebras isomorphic to algebras with conditions given in Lemma 
1.2. Since primitive algebras always contain nonnilpotent elements, by (iii) of 
Theorem 1.3, the assertion follows. 
(iii) is Lemma 1.8. 
(e) We prove this in several steps. 
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(1) Let A = {a E A: 0 F rank(u) = rank($)]. 1Ve show that AE is 
spanned by Aa( ( a E A). Denote by Z the two-sided ideal generated by AAA. 
If b is not nilpotent, some power of B is in A. It implies that A/I is a nil algebra. 
By condition (ii), A = Z and consequently AE is spanned by Au(E), (a E ‘4). 
(2) Let a E A. By condition (iii), aAa is a finite dimensional semi-simple 
algebra with identity over k. Since rank(a) = rank(a*), E :- a(E) @ ker(a) and 
the restriction map Y: aAa + End,(a(E)) is injective. Xs the restriction of a3 on 
u(E) is bijective, the image of the identity of uAu in End,(a(E)) is also the 
identity. Any such representation of uAa is semi-simple, hence u(E) has a 
decomposition into irreducible uAu-modules a(E) = @I.., Fi . Let Ei = AuFa . 
BecauseFi is the smallest nonzero ui-la-submodule of u(E,), for any A-submodule 
L of E, , u(L) is either 0 or Fi . By the remark to Lemma 1.9, there exists an 
A-submodule ,V of Ei , minimal under inclusion among all A-submodules N of 
Ei with a(N) = Fi . By Lemma 1.9, h’ is an irreducible A-submodule. Let E,, 
be the submodule of E spanned by all nontrivial irreducible A-submodules of E. 
The above conclusion implies u(E) C EO for every a E A, hence by (l), AE = E,, . 
(3) Let El = ker(e). From (2), A acts trivially on El. Since E = 
Eu @ El , the module E obviously is a semisimple A-module. 
Remark. In the proof of the sufficiency of the preceding theorem, we see 
that E,, is a semisimple A-module follows merely from the existence of a subset A 
of A such that A satisfies the conditions: (i) A C {a E A: rank(u) = rank(u2) and 
aAu is semisimple}, (ii) AAE = E,, and (iii) Lemma 1.9 holds for every a E A. 
2. FINITE-DIMENSIONALLY SPAWED REPRESENTATIONS 
Let k be a field, A an associate algebra over k and 17 a representation of A in 
a vector space over k. Let us write & for the ideal of A consisting of all elements a 
of A with rank(n(u)) < cc. rr is said to be algebraically Jinite-dimensionally 
spanned if E is spanned by Z-(u)E, ( a E 9r). In this section, we apply the results of 
preceding section to study such representations. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let T and CT be two representations of A in E. Zf VT is algebraically 
jinite-dimensionally spanned and TI ; & = (T !’ -“;, , then T = o. 
Proof. For a E A, 6 E & and z, E E, we have ~(a) rr(b)v = r(ub)v = o(ab)v = 
u(a) o(b)v = u(u) +b)u. Since r(b)E, (b E &) span E, it yields that r(a) = 
o(u)Vua~A. Hence v = G. 
The next theorem is a generalized algebraic version of Fell’s result on Naimark 
equivalence of Banach representations. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be an associative algebra over k, and 7~) p representations 
of A in vector spaces E, F ovey k respectively. Assunte that x is irreducible and 
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algebraically finite-dimensionally spanned. If ker(x) C ker(p), then p(,Yr)E’ is an 
A-submodule of F spanned by irreducible A-s&modules isomorphic to E and .& 
acts trivially on F/p(,&)F. 
Proof. Let I x=- 2, and p(l)F x M. Since ker(r) C ker(p), p ~ I can be viewed 
as a representation of ~(1). However x(l) is a subalgebra of End,(E) consisting 
of elements of finite rank such that E is an irreducible r(l)-mod&. By i’orollary 
1.4, ~(JJ~)F is a direct sum of irreducible 1-modules F,, isomorphic to E. Since 
p(A)F, = p(-4)(p(I)FJ C p(W,a = F, > Fh are A-subnxdu!es of F. By Lemma 2.1, 
F,, are isomorphic to E as A-modules. Thus we have the theorem. 
C’QROLLARY 2.3. Let A be an associative algebra over k and 7~, p representations 
of A. Suppose that 7~ is irreducible and algebraically finite-dimensionally spartned, 
and ker(r) C ker(p) $ ST . Then ker(a) = ker(p) and 7~ is equivalent to a sub- 
represeniation of p. 
Proof. Since ker(p) 3 & , p(&)F . 1s nonzero. Hence by Theorem 2.2, p has a 
subrepresentation equivalent to 7~ and consequently ker(p) C ker(n): thus 
ker(r) = ker(p). 
3. REPRESENTATIONS IN TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPAC-us 
Let 12 be a topological field. We assume that for every finite n any isomorphism 
of kfi onto kpz is a topological isomorphism. By a topological vector space E over k, 
we mean a vector space E over k with a topology such that k acts continuously 
on E and any finite-dimensional subspace F of E is topologically isomorphic 
to kn with n --_ dim,(F). Let A be an associative algebra over k. By a representa- 
tion v of A in a topological vector space E over h we mean a representation v of A 
in E such that the operators r(a) (a E A) are continuous. Let 9,, be the ideal of A 
consisting of all elements a of A with rank(r(a)) < a. ?T is said to be jnite- 
dimensionally spanned (resp. strongly finite-dimensionally spanned) if r(a)E, 
(G E &) span a dense subspace of E (and in addition x(~~)zI =: (0) implies 
ZI = 0). v is said to be topologically irreducible if 0 and E are the only closed 
A-submodules of E. We write EC, for n(&)E. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 7 be a representation of A in a topological vector space B 
over k, I = 9r and E,, = rr(I)E. Th en f or every dense subspace F of E, we have 
E,, = n(I)F. 
Proof. Let a E I. Since rank(r(a)) < 03, hence n(a)F is a finite dimensional 
subspace of E over k. By our assumption on topological vector space over k, 
n(a)F is closed in E, therefore x(a)F = z$a)E for F is dense in E. Hence 
n(I)F = EO . 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let zr be a jnite-dimensionally spanned representation of .4 in a 
topological vector space E over k. If r is topologically irreducible, then Eo is an 
algebraically irreducible &,-module. 
Proof. Let I = &CT and v any nonzero element of E,, . If ~7(~4)~ = 0, then 
n(A) = 0 and E,, = 0 in this case. Hence v(A)v is a dense subspace of E and 
by Lemma 3.1, n(I) -ir(A)v = E,, , thus z-(1)~ = E0 . This shows that E, is an 
algebraically irreducible I-module. 
LEMMA 3.2’. Let zr be a stron&vJinite-dimensionally spanned representation of -4 
in a topological vector space over k. If I$ is an algebraically irreducible ,$-module, 
then z~ is topologically irreducible. 
Proof. Let 0 #F be a closed r2-submodule of E. Since n(9..)v = (0; 
implies c = 0, n(&)F # 0 and consequently zr(&)F = E, . It follows readily 
that F 3 Cl(E,,) = E; thus F = E. 
Let v and p be two representations of A in topological vector spaces E and F, 
respectively. ‘r? and p are said to be n’aimark equivalent if there exists a closed 
A-submodule M of E @F such that its images in E and F are dense in E and F, 
respectively, and the projection maps of M in E and F are injective. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 7~ and p be tzuo representations of A in topological vector 
spaces E and F over k, respectively. Suppose that v and ,o are strongly finite- 
dimensionally spanned. Then 7~ and p are ,Vaimark equivalent if and onIT if T ’ E,, 
and p 1 F, are algebraically equivalent. 
Proof. (3) There exist dense i2-submodules E1 and F1 of E and F, resptc- 
tivcly, and an isomorphism T: E1 + Fr of il-modules. Let a E J?~ . zr(a)E, is 
finite dimensional over k, hence dim,(p(a)FJ < co. As p(a)F .-- rj(a)F, in this 
case, a ES, . This shows readily 9x = Y0 . Let 1 = S, . As E,, z n(I)E1 and 
F,, = ,o(I)E; , T I E,, : E;, + F,, is a desired isomorphism of J-modules. 
(-) Let f: E,, + F(, be an isomorphism of .4-modules. From this, WCS 
conclude readily that & == Yb . Let M be the closure of the graph J’, off in 
E @F. Clearly M is a closed A-submodule and its images in E and F are dense 
in E and F, respectively. Let a E J’, = YD and (T the representation of 4 in J/c. 
Clearly a(a)r, is finite dimensional over h; hence o(a)M -= o(a)F, . Since f is 
an isomorphism, r, n E x (0) :L 0 = I’, n (01 x F. This implies o(a)(E ,.I 
{O) f~ AT) C T(~)E x {O? n u(a)&’ C E x {O$ n I', = 0 for every a E X7 . Since 
x(~~)z: 7 (01 imphcs z’ ‘1 0, E x (0) n M = 0 and similarly (0) x F n ,I4 == 0. 
Therefore n and p are Kaimark equivalent. 
Remark. In the proof, we actually show that any- isomorphism between 
E0 and F,, as B-modules, extends to a Naimark equivalence. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let v be a finite-dimensionally spanned representation of .q in a 
topological vector space over k. Then zce haee the follozoing conditions: 
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(i) If a E 4, , then r(aAa) is finite dimensional over k. 
(ii) If rr is topologically irreducible and dim,r(aAn) < a, then a E .Yr 
Proof. (i) Let F be a finite-dimensional subspace of E over k with ker(a) (3 
F = E. It is easy to see that r(aAa) can be imbedded in Hom,(F, n(a)E), hence 
is finite dimensional over k. 
(ii) Let v 6 ker(n(a). r(da)a = ~(A)(~(a)z~) is dense in E, hence +a)E, 
BS the closure of ~(u~4a)v in E, is finite dimensional over k. Thus rank(v(a)) -< mo; 
i.e., a E Yr . 
THEOREM 3.5. Let r and p be two strongl?! finite-dimensionally spanned 
representations of .-1 in topological vector spaces E and F over k, respectively. 
Suppose that r is topologically &educible and ker(n) C ker(p) 3 .s$ . Then we 
have the following conditions. 
(i) ker(n) == ker(p). 
(ii) 9SV = .t, . 
(iii) p is Kaimark equivalent to nrr for a finite number n. 
Proof. (i) Let I $, . By Lemma 3.2, E,, is an algebraically irreducible 
I-module. Clearly the image of 1 in End,(E,) consists of elements of finite rank. 
Since ker(p) p I, by Corollary I .4, p(I)F is a direct sum of irreducible I-modules 
F,, , (X E A) isomorphic to E, . Since p(I)FA :_ F,, , p(A)FA =-- p(dI)F, CF,, , F,, 
are ,A-modules. By Lemma 2.1, E,, are all isomorphic to E,, as d-modules. 
Hence ker(p) C kcr(p : F,,) = kcr(n I E,J = ker(r) and we get ker(p) = ker(r). 
(ii) Let (1 E ,<) . By (i) of Lemma 3.4, p(a-Au) is finite dimensional over k. 
I:rom (i), ker(n) ker(p), h ence ~(ai2a) and p(a-Au) are isomorphic over ir. 
By (ii) of Lemma 3.4, a E Jy, -~ I. Thus 9” C 1. By (iii) of Theorem 1.3, n(I) is 
simple. /Is ~(9”) 7’ 0, rr(&) i 0 and thus ~(8,) =: n(l). Since ker(n) C ker(p) C 
-4, , one concludes easilv that 9, = I. 
(iii) In (i), we get p(I)F :m F,! --m ~~~hc,,,I;.i where F,, , (X E A) are isomorphic 
to E0 as f-modules. From (ii), we know 4, ~~ I. This implies that ~1 _ xx,. 
Let n be the cardinalit)- of 11. F;, and EC071 are isomorphic as -:I-modules. B!. 
Lemma 3.3, p and 12~ arc Naimark equivalent. 
As an immediate consequence, we have the following result of Fell on Saimark 
equivalence. Fell’s result was given for Banach representations. 
COROI.I.AHT 3.6. IJet rr rind p be two finite-dimensionully spanned representations 
of A in topological rector spaces B and F over k, respectively. Suppose that = und p 
are topologically irreducible. Then the following conditions aEye equivalent: 
(i) r and p are Naimnrk equivalent. 
(ii) ker(r) = ker(p). 
(iii) ker(r) C ker(p) $ Yz . 
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Proof. (i) 3 (ii) 3 (iii) are immediate. 
(iii) 3 (i). For topologically irreducible representations, the condition of 
being finite-dimensionally spanned is equivalent to the condition of being 
strongly finite-dimensionally spanned. By (iii) of Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.2, 
r and p are Naimark equivalent. 
Remark. If we assume only that r is finite-dimensionally spanned in the 
preceding corollary, the conclusion is still true. Let I = & . p(1)l; # 0, and by 
Corollary 1.4, p(l)F is a sum of irreducible I-modules Fh isomorphic to E,, . 
However, p(l)F, = F,, , it yields p(A)F, C p(A) p(l)F, C ,o(l)F, == F,, , thus F,, 
are A-modules. Since p is topologically irreducible, any FA is dense in F. For 
a E & , p(a)F,, is isomorphic to r(a)&‘,, , hence is finite dimensional over k. 
This implies p(a)F = p(a)Fn and a E YP Thus 9V C Y0 and clearly p is finite- 
dimensionally spanned. 
4. BANACH REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section, we discuss Banach representations of C*-algebras using the 
results of preceding sections. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and r a finite-dimensionally spanned 
topologically irreducible representation of A in a Banach space E. Then E,, = E 
and there is a Hilbert space structure on E zzhich yields the topology on E and a 
morphism of C*-algebras for 7. 
Proof. Let us write I for YV . By Lemma 3.2, EO is an algebraically irreducible 
I-module. It follows easily that E,, is an irreducible A-module. By [4, 2.9.6.(i)], 
there is a Hilbert space structure Ei on E, such that the restriction of 7 to the 
space EA is a morphism of C*-algebras. By the remark to Lemma 3.3, the 
graph r of the inclusion map L: EA - E extends to a Naimark equivalence, 
hence is closed in Ei @ E. This implies that I is continuous. Let E* and (EA)* 
be the Banach dual spaces of E and Eo, respectively. 1 induces a morphism 
L* of A”-modules, L*: E* -+ (Ei)* where --lo is the opposite algebra of A. Since 
E. is dense in E, L* is injective. Since the representation of A in EA is irreducible, 
the adjoint representation of A0 in (Ei)” is irreducible, thus algebraically 
irreducible. This implies that L* is an isomorphism. Consequently L**: (Ei)** - 
E** is an isomorphism. Since (EA)** =: Ei, hence E. r) E** 3 E 3 E, and we 
get E = E. , This yields that L is a continuous bijective morphism of Banach 
spaces, and by open mapping theorem L is an isomorphism of Banach spaces. 
Therefore the assertion of the lemma follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A be a C*-algebra and r a strongLv jinite-dimensionally 
spanned representation of -4 in a Banach space E. Suppose tlzat r is continuous 
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if the algebra T(E) of bounded operators of E is gioen the strong topology. Then E, 
has a decomposition E,, = @ EA such that E, aye closed irreducible A-submodules 
of E and T ~ E, are equivalent to irreducible representations of A in Hilbert spaces. 
Proof. \\Te prove the assertion in several steps. 
(0) WC may assume that 7~ is injective. 
(1) Let I =z J,, and J a closed two-sided ideal of I. Then I/J has no 
nontrivial nilpotent two-sided ideals. Let I and I be the closures of I and J in A. 
Since J is closed in I, I n I r= J and I/J can be imbedded in I/ij as dense 
subalgebra. However, I/J is a C*-algebra, hence has no nontrivial two-sided 
nilpotent ideals. As I/J is dense in I/J, I/J must also have the same propert!. 
(2) Let a E A, n 1 and J,, 1.~ (b E A: b” ==: b]. Then Cl(aAa), the 
closure of aAa in il, is a (Y-algebra. Since by Lemma 3.4, n(aAa) is finite 
dimensional, -;r(aAa) = r(Cl(aAa)). ‘I’he latter is isomorphic to Cl(aAa)! 
(ker(n) n Cl(aAa)). Th ere ore f n(ada) is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional 
CY-algebra and consequently a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra. 
(3) I.,et fl = {a F I: rank(n(a)) --_ rank(a(a”)) and r(aAa) is semisimple]. 
Claim r(IA)E = E,, Let S {a*a: a E I). clearly XC ,4, n I. 13~ [4, 
Proposition 1.7.21, c’l(IXI) contains a*a for every a E I, IA-I is dense in I. Let 
I- =- (c E I: r(e) is the identit\- of n(aAa) for some a E A’}. By (2), I7 C A. 
However, for ever>- a c X, a.? E I1.I. This sham-s that IYI is dense in I. Therefore 
r(IYI)E is dense in I$, . As v(IA)E contains r(IYI)E, v(I(J)E is dense in EO , 
hence dense in E. Hy Lemma 3.1, E,, --= r(I) r(IA)E C n(IA)E. 
(4) Let a t fl and F an I-submodule of I?, minimal under inclusion such 
that a(F) has the smallest nonzero dimension. We claim that F is an irreducible 
I-module. Let F, $ F be any I-submodule of F. By the minimality of F, a(F,) 
has to be zero. Hence F has a unique maximal I-submodule M. Since M =- 
[X EF: ,(a)x = 0) and r(a) is continuous, M is closed in F. R’e ha\-e an exact 
sequence 0 + M + F --f F/ill -+ 0 of I-modules. Since rank(u) = rank(a’) a.: 
m, a 1 a(E) is inject& and consequently a(E\‘M) =t 0. It follows that F/M is an 
irreducible I-module and all the elements in the image of I in End,(F/M) are 
of finite rank. Set I, == {b E I: bM = 01, J : (h t II : b(F/M) -= 01 and S mm 
(2, EI: bF =: 01. Since 7~ is continuous and M is closed in F, clearly K C J C II 
are closed two-sided ideals of I and J* C K. From (I), one concludes J :-= K. 
The sequence 0 -> ill + F - F/M -+ 0 can be viewed as a sequence of II/K- 
modules. Since a t I, and a(F/M) :+ 0, by Lemma 1.6, F/SI is an irreducible 
Ir-module. By C’orollary 1.5, the sequences splits. Hence there exists an irre- 
ducible I,-submodule -\T of F such that F z fi1 !?I X. As I\: == I,N -/L 0, i\’ is 
also an irreducible I-submodule. By minimalitp of F, b’ 2 Ar, therefore F is an 
irreducible I-mod&. 
(5) Now consider the representation 71 ; I of I on E. From (3), n(IA)E: = E,, , 
and by (4) and (5), /l satisfies the conditions in the remark to Theorem 1 .lO. 
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Therefore by the remark, E,, is a semisimple I-module. E,, has a decomposition 
E,, = @A E, , where E, are irreducible I-modules. Clearly E, are irreducible 
A-modules. Let i?,, be the closure of E,, in E. Let F be any nonzero closed 
A-submodule of E,, . Since n(l)FC EA and E, is an algebraically irreducible 
I-module, z(I)F =- 0 or z$1)1;’ : EA H owcver, n(l)r z:m 0 implies u = 0. We 
must have r(IT)P = E,, and in this case F =~ E, . Thcreforc E, is a topologically 
irreducible A-module. Sow we show E, 2 E,, . Let 1, = {a E A: the image of a 
under 7r / E,, is of finite rank) and (E,,), :=: r(l&!?> . Clearly I C 1A and 0 # EA C 
(EA)O . However, both E,, and (E,), are algebraically irreducible A-modules, 
E,, = (E,,), . Then by Lemma 4.1, the conclusion of the theorem follows. 
5. ISOLATED POINTS OF THE DCAL SPACE OF (Y-ALGEBRAS 
Let A be a C*-algebra and A the set of equivalence classes of irreducible 
representations of A. A with the hull-kernel topology is called the dual space 
of A. In this section, we study isolated points of A. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let A be a C*-algebra and r E A. Then the follozui% 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) r is an isolated point and r(A) = Z’C(H,). 
(ii) r is jnite-dimensionalhq spanned and A and H, have isomorphic .4- 
submodules. 
(iii) There is a dense subalgebra A,, of A such that rr 1 A,, is jkite-dimen- 
sionally spanned and A and H, have isomorphic ,4,-submodules. 
Proof. (i) =- (ii). Since n(A) = YC(H,,), rr is finite-dimensionally spanned. 
Let II = ker(n) and Ia the closed two-sided ideal of A such that I2 = (~3. -4s 
r(A) = 04”C(H,), ~(1~) is a nontrivial closed two-sided ideal of 9C(H_), thus 
~(1~) = x(A) and consequently A = 1, @ 1, Clearly 1, is isomorphic to 
SC(H,). It is well known that UC(H=) has 9C(Hz)-submodules isomorphic to 
ff, . 
(ii) =;- (iii) is immediate. 
(iii) 3 (i). Let I = {a E A,, : n(a) is of finite rank) and H,, = +I)H, . 
Let B and 1’ be isomorphic i2,-submodules in A and HZ , respectively. Since 24,, 
is dense in A, V is a dense subspace of HV Therefore x(l)V = rr(I)H, = HO . 
Let W = IB. Consequently Wand H,, are isomorphic I-modules. Let J be the 
closed two-sided ideal of A spanned by W. Claim that j = (~1. Let p E A such 
that p(J) # 0. Clearly p(W) # 0. Let v E H0 such that p( lV)v f 0. Consider 
then the map T: W---f H, given by T(a) 2: p(a)v, (a E W). It is easy to see that T 
is a morphism of I-modules. Since W is an irreducible I-module, T is injective. 
Hence the image H1 of T is an irreducible 1-module, thus an A,-module and is 
dense in H, . Therefore p is finite-dimensionally spanned. We also get that 
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p 1 HI and v 1 H,, are equivalent as representations of A,. Hence by the remark 
to Lemma 3.3, x j A, and p j A, are Naimark equivalent. However, for represen- 
tations in Hilbert spaces, Naimark equivalence coincides with equivalence. 
This implies that 7~ I A, and p 1 A, are equivalent. Since A, is dense in A, 71 
and p are equivalent. 
COHQLLARY 5.2. Let G be a locally compact group and r a continuous unitary 
irreducible representation. If the representation of V(G) associated with r is finite- 
dimensionally spanned and L’(G), H, have isomorphic L’(G)-s&nodules, then {r} 
is open in C. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let G be a unimodular group and r E e integrable. Then 
(77) is open in G. 
Pyoof. By [15, Lemmas 1 lnd 21, n as a representation of L1(G) is finite 
dimensionally spanned and H, and Ll(G) has isomorphic Ll(G)-submodules. 
Hence by Corollary 5.2, {x} is open in G;. 
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